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BABY PUPPY DOG 

Grading: VERY PROMISING 

1. 588 KINGLAND ELI JONES 09/02/2004 B OWEN 
s. *KINGLAND JON PAUL A-Z d. *DERINGOISTA GEORGETTE A-Z IMP 
NZ  

2. 589 LEPPSDORF THERA 23/02/2004 L HUME 
s. *VONPETA QUESTOR A-Z d. *SIEGERHEIMS ELKE A-Z  

3. 591 VONRAUTEN WHISPERING JAK 17/02/2004 VONRAUTEN KNLS 
s. *LEBERHINE IZAZ A-Z H NEG d. *VONRAUTEN DANIKA A-Z  

4. 590 VONPETA ZATS MY BOY 30/03/2004 J PIKE & P DAMARELL 
s. *EISENLAND FERNANDO A-Z H NEG d. *CH EISENLAND B 
WITCHED A-Z  

Grading: PROMISING 

5. 587 ADELORA DRAGON LORD 10/03/2004 D JOY  
s. *CH ASTASIA HEICO A-Z H NEG d. *ADELORA ULTRA SEXY A-Z  

MINOR PUPPY DOG 

Grading: VERY PROMISING 

1. 593 REGALSHEP PETER PAN 17/11/2003 D MAYNE 
s. *LEBERHINE IJAZ A-Z d. *REGALSHEP KIND A SWEET 
8 months old male of medium strength. Good type, strong muzzle good 
length of neck good development of pro sternum for his age, clean top line 
and underline, balanced angulation fore and hind. Good forequarter reach, 
the hindquarter drive is not as pronounced as I would like it for his age due 
to the hocks kicking high. Hopefully this will improve with time and in time 
will learn to accommodate his angulation and most importantly correctly 
open and close his hock joint.  

2. 592 HILLTOP XAWA 17/01/2004 J HUXLEY/J & C TESTER 
s. *NILSON VOM WILDSTEIGERLAND A-Z IMP GMY d. *HILLTOP 
XADA A-Z 



Just 6 months of age medium strong dog with the ears yet to firm. Nice 
type, nice dark head however the under jaw should be more prominent. 
Correct proportions correct development of pro sternum for age. Very 
good forequarter angulation where hopefully the upper arm will lengthen. 
Very good top line spoilt somewhat by the steep croup, good hindquarter 
angulation. Loose hocks typical of his age elbows already firming, good 
forequarter reach for his age reasonable hindquarter drive but failed to 
transmit because of the angle of the croup.  

Return to top 

 

PUPPY DOG 

Grading: VERY PROMISING 

1. 596 SAGENHAFT SPEKTRE 04/09/2003 J & C TESTER  
s. *NILSON VOM WILDSTEIGERLAND A-Z IMP GMY d. *SAGENHAFT 
WAR CRY A-Z  
10 months old medium strong male of good proportions. Good top line for 
his age underline yet to develop, pro sternum could be a little more 
pronounced improving his forequarter angulation very good hindquarter 
angulation for his age. Hocks still loose moving away, lovely playful nature 
for his age, nice ground covering gait. Efficient sequence of steps, some 
restrictions of the elbow reflects the comment of the elbow. Very good 
hindquarter drive. 

2. 597 VONDOUSSA GUNS N ROSES 26/08/2003 A HUEPPAUFF & M 
LLOYD  
s. *NILSON V WILDSTEIGER LAND IMP GMY A-Z H NEG d. 
GRUNDELHARDT WILD WITCH A-Z  
11 months old. Medium strong male of very good proportions, good top 
and underline for his age but the croup tends to be slightly steep. Good 
temperament, nice type although the eye colour could be slightly darker. 
Hocks yet to firm for his age, but elbows are held in nicely. Very good 
ground covering gait, which will need to firm with work to be more 
competitive. Very good reach and the hindquarter drive could be a little 
more pronounced. 

Grading: PROMISING 

3. 594 REGALSHEP PIED PIPER 17/11/2003 D MAYNE  
s. *LEBERHINE IJAZ A-Z d. *REGALSHEP KIND A SWEET  
8 months old male of medium strength. Very good proportions, balanced 
fore and hindquarter angulation. Croup lying a little flat at the moment and 
yet to lengthen, hocks and elbows correct for his age. Very hurried 
sequence of steps to cover the distance and reach only being 

http://www.gsdcsa.org.au/results/critiques-mkc2004-sat.htm#top#top


demonstrated when the dog lowers himself causing him to dig in, in the 
front. The gaiting exercise is marred by a high rising tail.  

JUNIOR DOG 

Grading: VERY GOOD 

1. 601 TTINTAGEL CAMELOT 18/07/2003 J SEIDL/M ROBINSON 
s. UNO VON DER URBECKE d. PENDRAGAN HURLY BURLY 
12 months old medium strong male, nice type, good pigment but the eye 
colour needs to be darker and is breaking in colour excessively along the 
top line. Good proportions, upper arm could be longer, good length of 
lower arm, correct top and underline for his age. Athletic hindquarter for 
his age, with good angulations. Correct coming and going. The forequarter 
reach shows restrictions because of the upper arm development but 
excellent hindquarter drive with excellent transmission through the back. 

2. 599 BRUANGIE BONZA 05/06/2003 V CORLETT 
s. *ADELORA WHISPERING JACK A-Z d. *BRUANGIE JEZZABELLE A-
Z 
13 months old strong male of very good type, strong pigment around the 
eyes and muzzle though I would like the colour to be stronger. Good 
length of neck very good top line although the croup is slightly flat at the 
moment. Very good pro sternum, very good fore and hindquarter 
angulation, correct development of underline. Correct coming and going. 
Very good forequarter reach and hindquarter drive however much vertical 
movement in the croup area. Fails to display sufficient transmission of the 
drive, hopefully this will improve if the croup settles 

3. 600 STUNADEL SLIM SHADY 27/06/2003 A HUEPPAUFF & M LLOYD 
s. *STUNADEL KINETIC A-Z H NEG d. * STUNADEL FIREWOMAN A-Z 
12 1/2 months. Medium strong male, correct proportions in stance. Very 
good development of pro sternum, correct development on underline, nice 
top line. Very good balanced angulations front and rear. Nice dark pigment 
and colour although the eyes need to be darker. Hocks are yet to firm as 
are the elbows. Good forequarter reach has been marred by the 
restrictions caused by the use of the collar, which needs to be addressed 
by the owner and the handler. Reasonable hindquarter drive though the 
dog was allowed to amble much during the gaiting exercise.  

INTERMEDIATE DOG 

Grading: VERY GOOD 

1. 605 VONRAUTEN DAX A-Z 13/07/2002 VONRAUTEN KNLS 
s. CH VONRAUTEN TANO A-Z H NEG d. REDHAUS CALLOUT A-Z 
Just 2 yr old medium size strong dog with a masculine head. Very good 
pigment rich colour, though the black could be somewhat more 



pronounced in places. Very good proportions, very good hind and 
forequarter angulation. According to the handler mum should call the dog 
more. Absolutely correct coming and going. The dog had a job to do and 
executed it in a relaxed far-reaching gait with excellent hindquarter drive 
transmitted through a firm back 

2. 603 GRUNDELHARDT BRANDTNER A-Z 07/06/2002 GRUNDELHARDT 
KNLS 
s. *NILSON VOM WILDSTEIGER LAND A-Z IMP GMY d. 
&GRUNDELHARDT ORRINOCOCO A-Z 
25 mths Just above medium size, medium strong dog of still good 
proportions. Good type, good pigment but would prefer more pronounced 
colouration in the black areas. Balanced hind and forequarter angulation 
good length of lower arm. Correct coming, hocks still tending to close a 
little. Very good forequarter reach and good hindquarter drive but I would 
prefer it to be more pronounced, transmission through a firmer back is 
required. 

3. 604 STERBACH HUGO BOSS A-Z 20/04/2002 R & V ELLIOTT 
s. *TROY VON DER NORISWAND IMP GMY d. * STERBACH HAVANA 
2yr old. Strong masculine head, medium strong bone, above medium 
height of good proportions. Has reached maximum depth in chest for the 
length of forearm. Correct coming and going. Good forequarter reach and 
hindquarter drive but the two fail to totally connect today and detracted 
from the gaiting exercise 

4. 602 GILARISHA FAMOUS FONZIE 30/10/2002 I & R ARCHBOLD 
s. *ALIMANDA JAK O DIAMONS A-Z CL 1 d. *GILARISHA BLANCHE A-Z 
CL2 
20mths Above medium size, strong dog of still good proportions. Strong 
masculine head, neckline slightly short good topline though has a slight 
peak in the back. Good underlines, good forequarter though the upper arm 
could be slightly longer and the shoulder blade placed back. Very good 
hindquarter angulation but the croup should be slightly longer. The tail 
carriage curls excessively at the bottom and the hocks slightly loose. 
Correct coming. Very good forequarter reach though tends to fall on the 
forehand at the fast gait, very good hindquarter drive, but the transmission 
is failed by the slight peak in the back which allows much vertical 
movement.  

  

OPEN DOG 

Grading:EXCELLENT 

1. 607 *KRONIKA BAD BOLL A-Z H NEG 11/02/2001 M HUGHES 
s. *XIRO VOM PETERSWEG A-Z H NEG IMP GMY d. 
*POLKAOBENECK OSSA KOSSA A-Z 



3yr 5 mths Just above medium size strong dog masculine head. Very 
good top and underline very pleasing outline in stance with very good and 
balanced fore and hindquarter angulation. Correct coming and going. Very 
good reach and drive the croup falling slightly steep during gaiting 
resulting in some loss of transmission 

2. 608 *RHOSYN KRISKROSS A-Z H NEG 14/03/1999 RHOSYN KNLS 
s. *IWAN VON LECHTAL A-Z IMP GMY d. *RHOSYN ASHANTI A-Z 
Just over 5 years medium strong above medium size absolutely correct 
proportions. Very good top line although the croup tends to be slightly 
short and slightly steep. Very good fore and hindquarter angulation correct 
going and coming. Very good forequarter reach and hindquarter drive 
though the slight steepness of the croup does come into play during the 
fast gaiting exercise 

3. 610 CH TAURORN JAZZMAN A-Z H NEG CD AD 04/09/2000 B 
FIELDER 
s. CH ARKAHLA ASTRODOME d. DELAFORCE COOL RUNNINGS 
3.5 years medium strong dog medium size of still good proportions. Good 
top and underlines very balanced and very good fore and hindquarter 
angulations, correct coming and going. Very good sequence of steps 
during the gaiting excise maintaining very good reach and good 
hindquarter drive transmitted through a firm back. 

4. 609 *CH ARKAHLA GONZO A-Z H NEG CD ET 20/08/2000 W & J 
O'LOUGHLIN 
s. *CH ARKAHLA ASTRODOME A-Z CD ET JD d. *ARKAHLA 
FOREFFSAKE A Z 
3.75 years medium size medium strong dog good pigment though the 
colour could be more pronounced. Correct proportions very good topline 
with good length and lay of croup very good fore and hindquarter 
angulations good development of the pro sternum lending itself to a 
pleasant underline and hence good length of forearm. Correct coming and 
going. Very good forequarter and hindquarter drive though the drive is lost 
a bit on a loose lead. 

606 *ADELORA WHISPERING JACK A-Z 05/08/2001 L HUME/P & K FLYNN/K 
& V CORLETT 

s. *TROY VONDER NORISWAND IMP GMY A-Z d. *CH SIEGERHEIMS 
BRIGITTE A-Z 

3 years strong male above medium size correct proportions good top line marred 
a little by a nick just behind the wither area, good underline, good length of 

forearm comparatively to depth of body. Very good forequarter angulations good 
hindquarter angulation though I would prefer just a slightly more width of thigh. 
Correct going slightly loose elbows. Takes a little time to stretch out through his 

gait eventually covering good ground covering at a reasonable pace, good 
hindquarter drive, good transmission through the back.  

CHALLENGE DOG 



VONRAUTEN DAX A-Z 

RESERVE CHALLENGE DOG 

*KRONIKA BAD BOLL A-Z H NEG 

BABY PUPPY BITCH 

Grading: Very Promising 

1. 612 GRUNDELHARDT ENYA 25/02/2004 GRUNDELHARDT KNLS 
s. * NILSON VOM WILDSTEIGER LAND A-A IMP GMY d. * 
GRUNDELHARDT ORRINOCOCO A-Z  

2. 611 ADELORA DINA 10/03/2004 ADELORA KNLS 
s. *ASTASIA HEICO A-Z H NEG d. * ADELORA ULTRA SEXY A-Z  

3. 614 LEPPSDORF THALIA 23/02/2004 L HUME 
s. *VONPETA QUESTOR A-Z d. *SIEGERHEIMS ELKE A-Z  

4. 613 KARLSKIND OWOTA FEELING 11/02/2004 J COPPOLA /P GALE 
s. *EISENLAND EZY RIDERA-Z d. *VONPETA REGGIE A-Z  

Grading: Promising 

5. 619 VONRAUTEN WILD MAGIC 17/02/2004 VONRAUTEN KNLS 
s. *LIBERHINE IJAZ A-Z H NEG d. *VONRAUTEN DAN IKA A-Z  

6. 617 SHEPHERD HILL ARIA 09/04/2004 SHEPHERD HILL KNLS 
s. *GRANTARO GERO A-Z BCL1 d. SHEPHARD HILL GO FORGLORY 
A-Z  

7. 616 SHEPHERD HILL ANGEL EYES 09/04/2004 SHEPHERD HILL 
KNLS 
s. *GRANTARO GERO A-Z H NEG BSCL1 d. SHEPHARD HILL GO 
FORGLORY  

MINOR PUPPY BITCH 

Grading: VERY PROMISING 

1. 622 REGALSHEP PRINCESS FIONA 17/11/2003 D MAYNE 
s. *LIBERHINE IJAZ A-Z d. *REGALSHEP KIND A SWEET 
8 months old, medium strong bitch of excellent pigment and colour, 
desired dark eye, feminine expression of still good proportions. Very good 
forequarter angulation, good length of croup with a tendency to be slightly 
steep but only reflecting her age. Very good hindquarter angulation, the 
hocks are clean for her age, the elbows correct. Her robust temperament 
allows her to have the time of her life out there however at times she does 
demonstrate good reach and drive 



2. 623 VOM KOGELBERG BARONESS 13/01/2004 J SEIDL/J DELUCIA 
s. *LASSO VON DER WATERKANT d. BACCARA STERLING BIRD 
6 months old, medium strong bitch of good type, good proportions, good 
topline where the croup will need to lengthen slightly. Very good fore and 
hindquarter angulation. Hocks are typical for her age, the elbows are 
correct coming. For her age has good forequarter 

3. 621 HILLTOP XANI 17/01/2004 J HUXLEY/J & C TESTER 
s. *NILSON VOM WILDSTEIGERLAND A-Z IMP GMY d. *HILLTOP 
XADA A-Z 
6 mths of age medium strong bitch of good type, very good pigment and 
colour. Good top and underline, good length and lay of croup for her age. 
Typical close hocks reflecting her age. Elbows are already strengthening. 
Displays capability of good reach and drive, which will be demonstrated 
more as she matures in her training reach and hindquarter drive and with 
time and training should display good transmission through the back  

Grading: PROMISING 

4. 620 BRUANGIE CHINA DOLL 03/12/2003 V CORLETT 
s. *ADELORA WHISPERING JACK A-Z d. *BRUANGIE TITIAN GOLD A-
Z 
7 mths old medium strong still good proportions very good fore and 
hindquarter angulations although the croup needs to lengthen. Good top 
and underline, good placement of the shoulder s against the chest 
showing good pro sternum. Good pigment but colour is breaking at a very 
young age. Good forequarter reach and an easy flowing gait for her age.  

Grading: SUFFICENT 

5. 624 VONDOUSSA HY FY 19/12/2003 A HUEPPAUFF &M LLOYD 
s. *EISENLAND EZY RIDER A-Z H NEG d. *VONDOUSSA ELECTRA FY 
A-Z 
6 ¾ months old, medium strong although I would prefer the muzzle to be 
stronger, good pigment and colour, eye is slightly light. Good proportions, 
the upper arm is yet to develop in length, as is the croup, which is lying 
slightly flat at the moment. Correct coming and going for her age. The gait 
is yet to show its potential with slight restrictions in the elbows and 
hindquarter drive.  

PUPPY BITCH 

Grading: VERY PROMISING 

1. 631 SIEGERHEIMS KAYLA 14/08/2003 L HUME/P & K FLYNN 
s. *NILSON V WILDSTEIGER LAND A-Z H NEG d. *SEIGERHEIMS 
ELKE A-Z 



Nearly 12 months of age, of very good type, feminine head good pigment 
and colour, although the black area should be more defined, very good 
topline for her age, very good balanced fore and hindquarter angulation 
although the croup is just slightly flat. Hocks tend to be close, correct 
coming; I expect the hock to improve with age. Already developing an 
effortless far reaching gait with very good hindquarter drive. 

2. 630 SAGENHAFT MONEYPENNY 04/09/2003 I & M COOKE / C & J 
TESTER 
s. *NILSON VOM WILDSTEIGERLAND GMY A Z H-NEG d. 
*SAGENHAFT WAR CRY A-Z 
10 months old, medium strong, nice feminine head, good pigment. Good 
colour although the black is breaking over the back. Very good length of 
forearm, very good balanced fore and hindquarter angulation. Still close 
coming and going. Maintains herself well during the gaiting exercise 
displaying good far reach and good hindquarter drive for her age. 

3. 632 VONDOUSSA GEORGIE GIRL 26/08/2003 A HUEPPAUFF & M 
LLOYD 
s. *NILSON V WILDSTEIGER LAND A-Z H NEG d. GRUNDELHARDT 
WILD WITCH A-Z 
11 months old, medium strong, bitch of feminine expression although I 
would prefer the muzzle to be strong and hopefully this may develop with 
an increase width of skull as she matures. Very good proportions, flowing 
topline, although the croup is tending to be slightly short and slightly steep. 
Balance fore and hindquarter angulations, Firm hocks for her age, elbows 
yet to tighten. Makes good use of a far reach in the forequarter good 
hindquarter drive, which hopefully will become more pronounced with 
training and maturity. 

4. 627 RHOSYN CHOCOLATE SPLASH 26/10/2003 RHOSYN KENNELS 
s. *STOBAR PEETE A-Z d. * RHOSYN VITAL SPLASH 
8 ¾ months. Medium strong bitch of absolutely correct proportions, 
feminine head and expression, with a lovely length of neck, which flows 
into the wither and goes onto a correct topline. The upper arm could be 
slightly longer, but for her age good length of forearm and very good 
hindquarter angulation. Correct coming and going. Good forequarter reach 
with some restriction with the area of the upper arm/elbow reach, very 
good hindquarter drive transmitted through a very good topline for her 
age.  

Grading: PROMISING 

5. 626 REGALSHEP QUIET ACHEIVER 25/11/2003 D MAYNE 
s. *RHOSYN ICE LORD A-Z d. &REGALSHEP JUST WITCHERY A-Z 
8 months old, medium strong bitch of good proportions. Good placement 
of pro sternum displaying a good lay of shoulder for her age. Good tope 
and underline. Very good hindquarter angulation Narrowness coming and 



going which will hopefully correct with maturity. Easy flowing gait with 
some restriction in the elbow but for her age good hindquarter drive. 

6. 629 SAGENHAFT EXOCET 21/08/2003 S & V CROZIER 
s. SING CH NITRO VON TRONJE IMP SING d. SAGENHAFT S 
BRINDABELLA 
11 months old, of good type, good pigment although the colour needs to 
be more pronounced. Medium strength, very good proportions, balanced 
fore and hindquarter angulations, where the upper arm is yet to develop 
and the croup is lying a little flat. Correct coming and going for her age 
Good reach although at times tends to fall a little on the forehand. 
Pronunciation of the hindquarter drive is yet to develop.  

Grading: SUFFICENT 

625 DARKNIGHT LAYLA 26/10/2003 DARKNIGHT KNLS 
s. * EIGENSHAFT HEARTBREAKER A-Z d. * ADELORA SASHA A-Z 

81/2 months old, medium strong bitch, although I look forward to the head 
strengthening with age, good top and underline, balanced fore and hindquarter 

angulation, the croup is yet to reach its sufficient length. Good coming and going 
fore her age. Good forequarter reach, sufficient hindquarter drive, which will 

develop with maturity. The outline is somewhat marred by the crook in the tail.  

JUNIOR BITCH 

Grading: VERY GOOD 

1. 634 BRUANGIE AZTEC PRINCESS 15/05/2003 V CORLETT/J DELUCIA 
s. *HAGENSTOLZ EL EGO A-Z H NEG d. *BRUANGIE PENNY ROYALE 
A-Z 
14 months old, medium strong bitch of ideal proportions feminine 
expression, dark muzzle and dark eye. Very good and properly developed 
top and underline for her age. Very good fore and hindquarter angulation, 
good length of forearm. Stands slightly east/west. Hocks correct. Elbows 
sufficiently firm. Good forequarter reach and hindquarter drive with 
sufficient transmission, which will improve more physical training. 

2. 637 TREYSHUTZ TROUBLENSTRIFE A-Z 23/03/2003 R & M 
BUDARICK 
s. *NILSON VOM WILDSTEIGERLAND IMP GMY A-Z d. *RHOSYN KISS 
N TELL A-Z 
16 months bitch of correct proportions feminine expression with a dark 
eye. Well developed in topline into a well-moulded croup in stance 
however as she steps forward it can be seen that the croup area is slightly 
steep. Very good fore and hindquarter angulation, hocks are still slightly 
close as are the elbows, which should both improve with maturity. 
Sequence of steps is extremely fast and her lack of training causes her to 
fall on the forehand both these should improve with maturity and training. 



3. 636 TREYSHUTZ TRICK N TREAT A-Z 23/03/2003 L HUME/R & M 
BUDARICK 
s. *NILSON VOM WILDSTEIGER LAND IMP GMY A-Z H NEG d. * 
RHOSYN KISS N TELL A-Z 
16 months old, medium strong bitch of still good proportions, feminine 
expression good topline although I would li e the croup slightly longer, very 
good fore and hindquarter angulation although the upper arm could be 
slightly longer and set more back. Hocks are sufficiently firm as are her 
elbow for her age. The bitch has the ability if displaying forequarter reach 
and hindquarter drive although her training and handling caused her to fall 
on the forehand and did not allow her to display her hindquarter potential.  

INTERMEDIATE BITCH 

Grading: Very Good 

1. 638 AZUREBRIGHT CHEYANNE 03/12/2002 R SMALBIL 
s. * CH LEITUNGEN PRINCE ROWDY A-Z d. CH SHEPROSE ELVIRA 
A-Z 
21 months medium size strong bitch of very good proportions. Very well 
developed top and underline very good placement of pro sternum allowing 
for a well-developed muscular forequarter, which is well angled and 
balanced, very good angulation in the hind. Hocks and elbows need to be 
slightly firmer which reflect some degree of overall looseness from 
insufficient conditioning. Very good forequarter reach and hindquarter 
drive although at times spoilt by the handler when the bitch is caused to 
drop on the forehand.  

2. 639 REGALSHEP NICE N EASY 22/08/2002 D MAYNE 
s. *CH LEITUNGEN PRINCE ROWDY A-Z d. *REGALSHEP DESTINY A-
Z 
Medium strong medium size bitch good pigment but the colour needs to 
be more pronounced feminie bitch pleasing topline very good croup tends 
to be slightly steep. Very fore and hindquarter angulations. Correct coming 
and going very good forequarter reach while the hindquarter drive is 
sufficient it needs to be more pronounced and transmitted through the 
back.  

Grading: SUFFICENT 

640 SHEPHARDHILL GO FORGLORY A-Z 24/06/2002 SHEPHERD HILL KNLS 
s. *MANPRINCE QUICKAS AFLASH A-Z H NEG ET d. *WILANJEE GAY LIZZIE 

A-Z 
2 years. Bitch, above medium size of stretched proportions with the topline 

slightly flat because of the proportions. The croup is short and flat. Sufficient fore 
and hindquarter angulation, though the overall picture is one of lack of balance. 
The coat is open, hocks are close. Elbows correct. Falls heavily on the forehand 



and there is a lack of commitment for the hindquarter to drive and much vertical 
movement of the back.  

OPEN BITCH 

Grading: EXCELLENT 

1. 642 *ADELORA ZENA A-Z CL1 13/06/2002 S PITTELLI 
s. * CH DENARGUN BROWNED OFF A-Z H NEG d. *ADELORA REMY 
A.Z. 
2yr 1 month. Ideal medium size bitch. double p1 upper right. Bitch of 
beautiful type. With desired dark eye. Feminine expression good pigment 
and colour although I would prefer the black areas more defined. Very 
good height of wither very good topline, blending into a well moulded 
croup. Very good pro sternum development and under line although I 
would prefer to see a slightly longer upper arm. Very good hindquarter 
angulation. Correct going and coming, good sequence of steps in side gait 
with good reach though some restriction of the upper arm/elbow region 
with good drive and transmission through the croup and back. 

2. 647 CH *SHEPROSE HOLLYANNE A-Z 21/09/1999 B OWEN 
s. *CH LEITUNGEN PRINCE ROWDY A-Z d. DARKANA TIFFANY A-Z 
CDX 
4 years 9.5 months. Just above medium size medium strong bitch very 
good proportions feminie head and expression with a dark eye. Very good 
fore and hindquarter angulation. Good topline with a well moulded croup. 
Good underline. Hocks tend to be a bit close. Correct coming. Very good 
forequarter reach and hindquarter drive. Very good transmission through 
the back however the ligamentation is off ideal and the bitch could use a 
little more work. 

3. 651 *GILARISHA CORKA A-Z CL1 12/09/2001 I & R ARCHIBOLD & T 
TILLEY 
s. CH LEITUNGEN PRINCE ROWDY d. ALIMANDA GILA 
34 months old above medium size medium strong bitch, good head and 
expression although I would like to see the underjaw more developed. 
Desired dark eye of still good proportions. Very firm topline blending into a 
well moulded croup of correct length; the upper arm could be slightly 
longer and set back. Very good hindquarter angulation. Correct coming 
and going. Very good forequarter reach and hindquarter drive. 

4. 644 *FLICONA KOKOMO A-Z CL1 06/09/1998 A KASENKOW 
s. CH GIGOLO VON DER NORISWAND SCH H111 (IMP GMY) d. CH 
ASTASIA YANA A-Z 
5 ½ yr old medium size medium strong bitch of ideal proportions. Strong 
top line, good length and lay of the croup. Very good fore and hindquarter 
angulations. Forearm is sufficient but would possibly enhance the bitch if it 
was longer, good underline. Correct going slightly wide stepping coming. 
Good relaxed sequence of steps covering the ground effortlessly with a 



far-reaching gait. good hindquarter drive and good transmission through a 
firm back. 

5. 652 *CH VONPETA TAYKALL BY STORM A-Z 25/01/2002 J PIKE & P 
DAMARELL 
s. *VONPETA QUESTOR A-Z H NEG CL 1 d. *EISENLAND B WITCHED 
A-Z CL 1 
3.5 yr old medium size medium strong bitch of correct proportions, 
feminine head, good expression, dark eye, good length and strength of 
neck, nice topline although a slight nick behind the wither. Good length of 
croup but just slightly step. Good forequarter angulation, very good 
hindquarter angulation. Hocks could be slightly firmer correct coming. Very 
good drive and forequarter reach, with an eager sequence of steps. 

6. 650 *CH DENARGUN KISSIN COUSIN A-Z 28/01/1998 MRS JE 
BRABHAM 
s. * DENARGUN FANDANGO A-Z d. * DENARGUN TOMFOOLERY A-Z 
6.5 yr old bitch just above medium size medium strong bitch of still good 
proportions feminie head and expression. Good length and lay of the 
croup, good top line, good underline balanced angulations front and rear. 
Correct coming and going. Effortless sequence of steps with a far-
reaching gait and good hindquarter drive. 

7. 649 *VONPETA U IDIOT A-Z 19/07/2002 J PIKE & P DAMARELL 
s. *CH DENARGUN BROWNED OFF A-Z H NEG CL 1 d. *CH 
EISENLAND B WITCHED A-Z CL 1 
Near 2 years. Medium size medium strong bitch, feminie expression very 
good proportions very good top and underlines. Balanced angulation front 
and rear, hocks loose. Correct coming very good forequarter reach and 
drive however there is much vertical bounce in the croup region. 

8. 645 59 *HAGENSTOLZ DINKUM DICE A-Z 04/01/2001 P SMITH 
s. *TROY VAN DER NORISWAND A-Z H NEG d. *HAGENSTOLZ ZENA 
A-Z 
3.5yr old bitch medium size medium strong good top and underline 
feminine expression pigment is good but colour needs to be stronger over 
the saddle. Very good fore and hindquarter angulation, which are well 
served with a good length of forearm. Correct coming and going. 
Maintains a good wither with good reach and gait very effortless 
movement enhanced by a good definitions of the hindquarter drive. 

9. 646 *RHOSYN VITAL SPLASH A-Z 09/09/2001 RHOSYN KNLS 
s. *RHOSYN KRISKROSS A-Z H NEG d. *RHOSYN CHICAGO HOPE A-
Z 
Nearly 3 years old bitch medium size medium strong feminie expression 
double p1 upper right. Of still good proportions sufficiently strong in topline 
and underline. Croup slightly steep, balanced fore and hindquarter 
angulations. Correct coming and going. Enthusiastic worker with a good 
sequence of steps very defined forequarter reach and drive.  

Grading: VERY GOOD 



1. 641 *ADELORA SASHA A-Z 08/11/2000 DARKNIGHT KNLS 
s. * ADELORA MARCUS A-Z d. * ADELORA NIKITTA A-Z 
3.5 yr old medium strong medium size bitch just slightly stretched 
proportions. The wither area could be slightly higher and the topline firmer. 
Good fore and hindquarter angulation. Sufficient length of forearm. Correct 
coming and going. Sufficient reach and hindquarter drive. Would prefer 
more transmission through a firmer back. 

2. 643 *DARKNIGHT INDECENT OFFA A-Z 07/10/2001 T 
SCHOEMAKER/D HALLING 
s. *ADELORA MARCUS A-Z H NEG d. * RHOSYN KOFFEE A-Z 
3 years bitch of ideal medium size slightly stretched proportions, medium 
strong bitch good neck good topline with a well moulded croup. Good 
angulations front and back although I would prefer a slightly wider and 
better-developed thigh. Hocks tend to be too close, elbows good coming. 
Good forequarter reach but would prefer more commitment from the 
hindquarter. 

3. 648 *STUNADEL FIREWOMAN A-Z 11/09/1999 A HUEPPAUFF& M 
LLOYD 
s. *QUATORZE KATHMANDU A-Z d. * CH STUNADEL ACES HIGH A-Z 
Well above medium size medium strong bitch, feminie expression 
however the overall skull and muzzle could be stronger. The neck flows 
into a high wither with a good topline with a slightly steep croup, good 
underline. Hocks tending close, elbows sufficiently firm. Good forequarter 
reach and hindquarter drive however the latter is not transmitted because 
of the angle of the croup.  

CHALLENGE BITCH 

*ADELORA ZENA A-Z CL1 

RESERVE CHALLENGE BITCH 

CH *SHEPROSE HOLLYANNE A-Z 

Return to top 

 

BEST OF BREED 

*ADELORA ZENA A-Z CL1 

RUNNER UP BEST OF BREED 

CH *SHEPROSE HOLLYANNE A-Z 

http://www.gsdcsa.org.au/results/critiques-mkc2004-sat.htm#top#top
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